Both the Personal Minor and Personal Major systems can be groundmounted or roof-mounted. Town approval is easy and inexpensive for
both tiers in that the Ordinance makes them “use by right,” requiring
only a standard building permit. Personal Minor and Personal Major
systems can be installed at homes, businesses and Town properties.
The Lovell Ordinance anticipates that as solar technology improves,
more electricity will be generated using fewer panels. So even when
using today’s state of the art equipment, the Ordinance is very permissive
in terms of allowing people adequate solar panels per installation.
The average Maine home’s solar system is 6 kilowatts, requiring
fewer than 20 solar panels occupying roughly 330 square feet. The
Personal Minor category tops out at 1,200 square feet, which would
be about 68 panels, or 22 KW. That’s enough for three and a half average
Maine homes, using today’s equipment.

Barn with 50 Panels = approximately 875 square feet
(16 KW)
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66 Ground-Mount Panels = approximately 1,155 square feet
(21 KW)

+

Large Scale, also known as Grid Scale or Industrial
Scale. These systems are between a half-acre and ten
acres of panels, operating as a commercial power plant.
In the rare event that a Large Scale system were to locate in
Lovell, the Ordinance contains numerous safeguards, which
include scenic protection.

+

Personal Major Scale allows from 1,200 square feet to
21,780 square feet (a half-acre) of panels.
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Personal Minor Scale allows up to 1,200 square feet of
panels. Based on the experience in other Maine towns,
this will be the most popular category of solar installation.

ZONE

The Personal Major category of solar system allows
enough panels to cover a half-acre. That’s a football
field from the goal line to the 45-yard line. This is the
equivalent panel installation for 66 average Maine
homes. The Personal Major category is attractive to
homeowners, businesses or the Town, as they can
utilize net-metering to sell excess power to the grid.
Any solar installation greater than the area between
the goal line and 45-yard line (half-acre) would be a
Large Scale System, up to a limit of ten acres. (Ten
acres is approximately nine football fields.)

ZONE

Lovell’s Solar Ordinance creates three tiers of solar systems:

Home with 18 Panels = approximately 315 square feet
(5.7 KW)
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The Lovell Solar Ordinance
(Illustrated)

+

Shown below are three illustrations of solar systems that would all be in the
Personal Minor category, because they are less than 1,200 square feet.

